Dear my Danish host family

Hej, my future family in Denmark. My name is Jenny. I’m from Thailand.
You might know my country located in South East Asia. I’m very thankful for this
opportunity you’ll give to me.
To describe myself shortly, I’m very big animal lover, I love to walk with
my dog. I love outsides and looking around and having activities
such as cycling with people sometimes and I am an easy-going
girl. The reason I mentioned that because I can get along easily
with other people. I love to talk with family, friends I am really
honest to my feeling and sincere, friendly. I do love children too.
I can play with kids all day.
I’m interested in the lifestyle of people as culture, living lifestyle, nature. My
favorite free time I like to dance, singing. I think songs are the good therapy. I
usually dance. One of my dream is cheerleader. I can play badminton and tennis.
I can play piano a little bit but I still keep practicing. I also help my mom cook but
not very often I am not good at cooking but I will try to learn and practice more.
Make today the best is my thoughts so I don’t regret anything that I have done.
My health is pretty good. I’m not food allergy. My favorite food is bacon carrot
meat and I can eat all type of food almost everything. I heard about Denmark has
very fresh seafood and I would love to have meals with you. I can help you to
cook and I can cook some Thai food for you too.
Talking about my family. My house is in central region Thailand. I am very
close to my family and love them very much. I have one older sister name Ning.
We are very close like friends sharing clothes. My family like to stay at home,
watching movies together, cleaning home. I like animals because at home I have
3 dogs. They are so cute, kind and naughty. My family have small businesses
together. It's a really fun time to hang out with them. My dad is good at mechanic
he knows a lot about car I think he is a very strong man. Mother she is like
speaker. She is so funny and she takes care of family very well. When I feel
uncomfortable, I talk with my mom. My parents work to earn money. I try to study
hard and make them proud. Most of the holiday every year we visit grandparents
and go to the zoo sometimes. The city I live in is a mountain town and there are
waterfalls which is very good place. The weather is good. I can swim there.

I would like to tell you my school life. I’m studying in high school for
language learning. In my classroom have 42 students. My favorite subjects at
school is English and history. My favorite activity in my school is sports day. It is
an activity that divided people into groups. Which color gets the most point is win.
This is fun time to make new friendships. Talk about my friend I have a lot of
friends, but l have 3 close friends. We are neighbor and study in the same school.
We share every moment sad or happy we have had. I like to go out with my
friends. We love to talk and hang out. Also, we have a club for show my interests
and music club. We can show our talents and practice together after school class.
We plant trees for nature and community to add to the small forest in the city
sometimes.
All above is my daily lifestyles, the reasons that I decided to be an exchange
student I think that being the exchange student in Denmark will improve my
English and can learn the new language Danish in speaking, reading, writing and
listening skills. More importantly, this is my first time to go Europe. So, I’m very
excited. I hope to learn about Denmark’s culture and become part of your family.
I understand that it’s not easy to allow a stranger into your home and treat them
as your own child, so I want to thank you and show my gratitude in advance! I
promise that I will try my best to be a good member of family and help you with
house chores and anything you can tell me. In the future, I want to be a teacher.
I will use the language skills I learned as an exchange student to the future society.
As I told before I love being with children so I would like to give them knowledge
and also can share my experience for them. I wish I can be an English teacher
or even a guidance teacher. Because I’m happy to see my teachers teach me
and inspire me and make me a better person every single day. I’m so delighted
to be an exchange student this time to pursue my dream career.
Finally, I would like to thank you for reading this letter about me. I really
want to study in Denmark and the culture. If I do something wrong, I would like to
apologize and please feel free to correct me. Also, thank you for opening your
home, opening your heart, and letting me be one of your family members.
From Jenny,
Ha’ en god dag!

